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The Project

The Solution

Swan House – formerly a hotel/B&B which has now
been converted into flats (many used as holiday or
second homes) – suffered flooding in its basement area in
December 2015.

Adler & Allan fitted a battery back-up sump pump. The
battery provides a second line of defence against power
outages. The sump pump installed in this application had
a sealed top. This meant that it would be unable to deal
with any water ingress from the walls so the company
recommended a grated ACO drain in front of the door
which was the entrance to and exit from the room.

The basement contained gas and electric supplies and
these were affected during the flood, which led to all of
Swan House’s residents being evacuated. The basement is
now used as a storage room.
A 300mm by 300mm hole in the middle of the basement
left over from an old drainage system was a particular
problem during the flooding because ground water rose
within it.
The case was passed to Adler & Allan through its previous
work with Aviva and the costs were fully covered by the
Government’s Property Level Resilience Grant of £5,000
for those affected by Storm Desmond or Storm Eva in
December 2015.

John Leach of Adler & Allan explained: “Should any water
come through the walls, it will find its way to that drain
which offers a secondary defence to flood waters. The floor
has a slight slope towards the door which means that any
water entering the basement will be directed to the drain.
From here, it is directed to an outlet pipe.”
Adler & Allan widened the hole in the basement to
accommodate the sump pump and dug a 6m channel
back to the drain.

The grant is designed to ensure that high-risk households
are better prepared for severe weather and flooding in
the future. It aims to help pay for flood resistance and
resilience measures only, such as air brick covers and
self-closing air bricks, water-resistant plaster, sump pumps
and replacement of suspended timber floors with solid
concrete.

The Outcome
Damage to the basement and its contents from any future
flooding should be mitigated by the sump pump and drain.
The project was completed in just three days with no
disruption to Swan House residents.
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